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ABSTRACT
Extensive computations have been carried out of the
attenuation characteristics of resonator and porous type
duct liners in rectangular and circular ducts. First the
frequency dependence of the attenuation constant and the
phase velocity of the fundamental duct mode are obtained
for a large number of duct and liner parameters. Then,
assuming that the fundamental mode is dominant in the lined
duct element, the octave band transmission losses have been
computed. The effect of the shape of the input spectrum is
discussed and shown explicitly for three different spectra,
namely, a "flat" spectrum and spectra with slopes of + 6 dB
per octave and - 6 dB per octave, respectively. Finally
the effect of the length of the duct liner on the octave
band transmission loss has been computed. It is found that
the octave band transmission loss does not increase linearly
with the length of the duct liner, particularly in regions
where the attenuation varies strongly with frequency.
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Figures 3.98-3.101. Octave band TL vs duct length
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for an RD lined with a porous liner.
Figures 3.110-3.113. Octave band TL vs duct length
for a CD lined with a resonator liner.
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For the past two or three years much of the work in
acoustics in the Gas Turbine Laboratory at M.I.T. under the
supervision of Professor Uno Ingard has been focused on duct
acoustics. A research group currently consisting of three
graduate students (Vijay Singhal, William Patrick, and
George Succi) and one postdoctoral fellow (Dr. Y.-C. Cho)
is continuing this work, which has as the ultimate objective
to provide a comprehensive account of the various practical
aspects of duct acoustics that are of interest to the
acoustical engineer. Numerous studies of duct acoustics
have been carried out in the past, and many aspects of the
field are now comparatively well understood. One of our
tasks here is to use this understanding as a basis for
extensive numerical computations of the acoustical duct
characteristics.
There are also areas, particularly those related to
the interaction of sound with duct flow, where further basic
experimental and theoretical work is needed before reliable
quantitative data and parametric presentation of duct per-
formance can be provided, and our work deals also with
these aspects of the problem.
In this report we present the results of one phase of
the program. In this phase, which has been sponsored by
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DOT under Grant Agreement DOT-OS-30011, we have carried out
extensive computations of the attenuation characteristics of
resonator and porous type duct liners in rectangular and
circular ducts. The report is divided into four main parts.
The first part deals with the frequency dependence of the
attenuation constant and the phase velocity of the fundamen-
tal duct mode. In the second part we average over a finite
frequency band and present values of the octave band attenua-
tion characteristics of duct liners. Of particular interest
in this connection is the effect of the shape of the input
spectrum, and we demonstrate this effect by considering
spectra with three different slopes, 0 dB, + 6 dB, and - 6 dB
per octave. It is interesting to find that the effect of the
shape of the noise spectra generally cannot be neglected even
in engineering design and testing and specification of duct
liner performance. In the third part we discuss a related
effect, namely, the influence of the length of the duct liner
on the octave band attenuation. Of considerable practical
importance is the result that the octave band attenuation
does not increase linearly with duct length. Actually, the
attenuation increases surprisingly little with duct length in
regions where the attenuation constant varies strongly with
frequency (high and low frequencies), an effect that seems to
have been overlooked by many practicing engineers in the
field. The fourth part of the report contains the computer
program.
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The results presented here cover a wide range of du
parameter values that are encountered in practice. Thes
parameters are presented in dimensionless form and are
chosen as follows:
Frequency Parameter, kL
L = thickness of duct liner (depth of air
cavity behind resistive sheet or thickness
of uniform porous liner)
k = a/c, c = free space value of speed of sou
Duct Width Parameter, D/L
D = diameter of circular duct or separation of
duct liners in a rectangular duct
Length Parameter, S/D
S = length of duct liner
Noise Spectrum Shape Slope, N




It should be emphasized that the results presented
relate to the fundamental duct mode. The octave band .
attenuation of a finite duct liner is given in terms of a
transmission loss, defined as the level difference between
the incident sound and the transmitted sound. In calculating
this quantity, a plane incident wave has been assumed, and we
have accounted for the reflections from the beginning and the
end of the duct liner. The "coupling" between the plane wave
and the fundamental mode has been assumed frequency inde-
pendent, and the possible error involved in this assumption
has been estimated (see Appendix).
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In view of the fact that we are calculating (octave
band) attenuations for a finite duct length, the insertion
loss of a duct liner rather than the transmission loss
might be of interest. The insertion loss (defined as the
change in the sound pressure level at a fixed location or
as the change in the power level of the sound emerging from
the duct), of course, depends on the characteristics of the
sound source, as well as the location of the duct liner with
respect to the source and the termination of the duct. Thus
the number of parameters required to describe the insertion
loss is quite large. For this reason we decided to carry
out the parametric computations for the transmission loss
rather than the insertion loss. However, we have indicated
in the text how the insertion loss can be determined from
the data presented in the report.
Another reason why we have chosen to compute the trans-
mission loss is that this is the quantity that we generally
measure in our experiments on duct attenuation, which will
be described in a separate report.
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2. ATTENUATION AND PHASE VELOCITY OF
THE FUNDAMENTAL MODE IN LINED DUCTS
The attenuation and phase velocity of an acoustic mode
in a duct is obtained from the real and imaginary parts of
the propagation constant. Thus if the z axis is taken along
the length of the duct and the spatial variation of the am-
plitude of a mode is given by exp(ikzz)=exp(-kziz)exp(ikzr),
where kzi and kzr are the imaginary and real parts of the
propagation constant kz, the spatial rate of decay in the
duct is given by kzi, which we call the attenuation con-
stant. The corresponding attenuation in dB per unit length
in the duct is then (20 log e)k zi 8.7 kzi
The phase velocity of the mode is given by /k zr. The
attenuation constant and the phase velocity depend on the
frequency, the shape and dimensions of the duct cross sec-
tion and upon the duct liner parameters.
The spatial variation exp(ikzz) at a single frequency co
corresponds to the sound field in a (long) duct in which we
need not be concerned with reflections from the end of the
duct. When reflection from the end of the duct is present,
the wave field contains also a reflected wave component with
the spatial variation of the form exp(-ikzz). If the funda-
mental mode contains a distribution of frequencies, the total




We consider first a rectangular duct with two opposite
lined walls a distance 2b apart (see Figures 2.1 and 2.6).
Then, if the incident wave is a plane wave, the wave func-
tion in the lined portion of the duct is symmetric with
respect to the y coordinate. Thus the pressure field of
the fundamental mode can be written as1
P =Jda e~i cos(k.) Bl(w)e ikzz + B2 (c)e-ikz j. (2.1)
Here
k2 + k = k2 . (2.2)
(k = w/c, c = free space sound speed.)
The k is the first root of the equation2
y
kb tan kyb + i = 0, (2.3)
where C is the normalized boundary impedance at the lined
duct wall. It follows from Eq. (2.2) that the propagation
constant is
k Z /2 - k . (2.4)
The phase velocity of the sound is co/Re (kz), and the energy
attenuation constant is 2 Im(kZ).
2.1.1 Resonator Liner. A "resonator" liner consisting
of a resistive rigid screen with a partitioned air backing,
as illustrated in Figure 2.1, has a normalized impedance (
given by3
9
C = 9 - i[kt'- cot(kL)]. (2.5)
Here 9 is the dynamic acoustic resistance of the screen and
kt' is the reactance accounting for the inertia of the air
in the screen. For a fine-mesh rigid screen the reactance
kt' generally is quite small, and we have ignored it in the
computations described here. The results thus obtained for
the real and imaginary parts of kz are shown in Figures 2.2-
2.5 as a function of the frequency parameter kL. It is
interesting to note the variation of Re(kz) and Im(kz) in
the vicinity of the resonance frequencies of the liner
(kL = r/2, 3r/2, 5r/2, etc.), which is analogous to the
phenomenon of anomalous dispersion of light in an optically
"resonating" medium. The attenuation maxima are well
separated and the attenuation is zero at the "anti-resonance"
frequencies (kL = r, 2r, 3r, etc.). The width of the attenua-
tion bands increases with increasing 9. Note also that near
kL ,= 0, Re(kz)/k asymptotically becomes a constant which is
in general different from 1. In fact, the value is
k L
-
1 + . (2.6)
k-wO
This follows because when kL 2 0, Eq. (2.3) becomes
(kyb)2 + (kL)2 1 = 0, (2.7)
and on inserting Eq. (2.7) into Eq. (2.4), we get the result
in Eq. (2.6). In other words, even in the long wavelength
limit, the phase velocity of the sound in the lined duct is
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different from that in the rigid-walled duct. On the other
hand, as the frequency becomes large, Re(kz) approaches k.
The frequency dependence of the attenuation curve is much
the same as for the normal absorption coefficient of the
liner, at least when the wavelength is considerably larger
than the duct dimension D, i.e., kD < 2r. -At higher fre-
quencies, at which the wavelength becomes smaller than D,
the attenuation will decrease with frequency regardless of


















Figures 2.2-2.5. Real and imaginary parts of the propaga-
tion constant kz of the fundamental mode
in a rectangular duct lined with a resis-
tive screen type resonator lining. The
real part of kz is normalized by division
by k. The imaginary part of kz is
presented in terms of 8. 6 859.Im(kz) Ds
which is the transmission loss in dB of a
pure tone in a length D of the duct. Each
figure corresponds to a different value of
D/L. Each curve in a figure corresponds
to a different value of the flow resistance
49 (in units of pe) of the screen.
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2.1.2 Porous Liner. On the assumption of a locally
reacting liner, i.e., that the oscillatory flow in the




Here q is the wave number in the porous medium with the real
and imaginary parts
Re(q) = kI- 1 + ( ) + 1) 1/2 (2.9)
?l 2 12)
Im(q) = k 2 1 + ( ) -1)/. (2.10)
The resistance parameter is
(2.11)
where _L is the porosity, f the dynamic f low resistance
coefficient and 'y the structure factor,6 and in Figures 2.7-
2.14 we have plottcd the real and imaginary parts of kz for
a wide range off parameter values. When 0 is small, the
dispersion relation is 3imilar to that obtained ffor a
resonator liner.
If the resistance parameter is sufficiently large, say,
larger than about 0 = 1, the attenuation increases mono-
tonically with frequency in the range below a certain
critical frequency at which the wavelength is about equal
to the duct width. Above this frequency, the attenuation
decreases rather sharply with frequency. This behavior at
18
high frequencies is true for all liners, not only the porous
one. However, for the resonator type liner, there is an
additional limitation. For this liner the attenuation will
decrease with frequency above the resonance frequency
regardless of the duct width.
19
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Figure 2.6. Rectangular duct lined with a porous liner.
Figures 2.7-2.14. Real and imaginary parts of kz for
rectangular ducts lined with a porous
liner. The format is the same as in
Figures 2.3-2.6. The resistance parameter
9 is the total flow resistance of the
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With reference to Figures 2.15 and 2.20 illustrating
lined circular ducts, the pressure field of the fundamental
mode is written as
p - fdo e -it J (krr) B(w)e ikz + B2 (co)e -ikz (2.12)
where
k- /k-2 - k (2.13)
and kr is the first root of the equation
krbJi(krb) + ikb = 0 (2.14)
J (kc b)+ = .(14
2.2.1 Resonator Liner. As for the rectangular duct,
we shall consider first a resonator liner with an impedance
given by Eq. (2.5). This impedance applies, at least approxi-
mately, to the liner shown in Figure 2.15. The approximation
relates to the fact that this expression for the impedance
does not account for the cylindrical spreading of the wave in
the annular region between the resistive sheet and the outer
rigid wall. However, under most conditions, the impedance in
Eq. (2.5) is an adequate approximation. The modification to
Eq. (2.5) becomes important only for large values of L/D.
This question will be discussed in an addendum to the present
report.
The real and imaginary parts of the propagation constant
kz in Eq. (2.14) are shown in Figures 2.16-2.19.
30
The overall features of the dispersion relation are
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Figure 2.15. Circular duct lined with a resistive screen type resonator liner.
i - - - - I - - - - 6. - -.4 - - - - -1 1
Figures 2.16-2.19. Real and imaginary parts of kz o
circular ducts lined with a resistive
screen type resonator liner. The
format is the same as in Figures 2.3-2.6.
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2.2.2 Porous Liner. A circular duct with a porous
liner is illustrated in Figure 2.20.
For the boundary impedance we shall use the expression
given in Eq. (2.8). Although this expression is a good
approximation for the impedance of the duct liner in
Figure 2.12, it does not account for the cylindrical diver-
gence of the wave field within the porous material. The
modification required to account for this spreading is
important only for large values of L/D, as will be discussed
in an addendum to this report.
The results of the numerical computations of the real







Figure 2.20. Circular duct lined with a porous liner.
Figures 2.21-2.28. Real and imaginary parts of kz for
circular ducts lined with a porous liner.
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3. OCTAVE BAND TRANSMISSION LOSS OF A DUCT ELEMENT
If the lined duct element is infinitely long, so that
we can neglect the reflections from discontinuities in the
wall impedance of the duct, the pressure field within the
duct is of the form exp(ik z - icut), and the pressure
attenuation per unit length of the lined duct is
Pressure
Attenuation - (20 log 1 0 e)Im(kz)D ! 8.6859 Im(kZ).
per unit length
This quantity, together with Re(k z), was presented as a
function of the frequency parameter kL for rectangular and
circular ducts for a wide range of duct parameters in the
previous section. Although these quantities are of funda-
mental interest, expressing a basic characteristic of the
fundamental acoustic mode in the lined duct, the quantity
of more immediate practical importance is the performance
of a finite duct element inserted in a hard-walled duct.
Furthermore, in most engineering applications one is
interested in the attenuation characteristics averaged
over an octave band. This section will be devoted to this
particular aspect of the problem, and we shall start by
first deriving the expression for the transmission loss of
a finite duct element in a hard-walled duct.
3.1 Calculation of Reflected and Transmitted Waves
With reference to Figure 3.1, the duct element under
consideration is located between z = 0 and z = S. A plane
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wave is incident from the left. As it encounters the lined
section there will be a distortion of the wave front, as,
in principle, an infinite number of duct modes are excited.
The amplitude of the fundamental mode in the duct will be
dominant, however, and it is a good approximation to use as
a boundary coridition at the entrance and the exit of the
duct, continuity of the average pressure amplitude and
average velocity amplitude (average over the cross section
of the duct). We shall denote these average amplitudes at
the entrance and exit of the duct by (pl, ul) and (p2 , u2 )
respectively.
The propagation constant for the fundamental wave in
the lined duct is kz, and in the hard-walled portion of the
duct it is k = W/c. The relationship between the acoustic
amplitudes at the entrance and the exit of the duct element
is related by the equation
l T1 1  T12  P2
(3.1)
pcu1  T21  T22  pcu2
where
T11 =cos kzs
T -- sin k s
T = ~ k sin k 
s 
(3.2)
T2 2 = cos kzs.
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In Eq. (3.1) p2 is the same as the transmitted pressure
amplitude and we have
P2 = pcu2 - (3.3)
The quantity p1 is the sum of the incident pressure amplitude
P and the reflected amplitude
p r = R1' (3.4
or
P1 = (1 + R)pi, (3.5)
where R is the reflection coefficient. This reflection
coefficient can be expressed as
R = 1S (3.6)
where is the input impedance of the duct element at z = 0.
It follows from Eq. (3.5) that
2C 1 (37Pi = I + C 1 (3.7)
The impedance (l is obtained from Eq. (3.1)
p1  T11 + T12
Ci =pcu T2  +T= . -(3.8)1 CO T 21 +T22
and it follows from Eqs. (3.5) and (3.7) that
T12 T21
R=T21 + T22 + T + T12  (3.9)
The relation between p1 and p2, as obtained from
Eq. (3.1), is simply
51
p = T + T12 (3.10)
Together with Eqs. (3.7) arx (3.9) this leads to. the
following expressions for the pressure transmission coeffi-
cient and the transmission loss
P2 2 (3.11)
Pi (T2 1 + T22 + Tl + T1 2 )
2
TL =10 log I = 10 log 2 . (3.12)
IP2 I-r
52
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3.2 Octave Band Transmission Loss. Effect of Input Spectrum
We now turn to the calculation of the average trans-
mission loss over an octave band. The incident plane wave
is now assumed to have a random time dependence with a power
density spectrum f(t). The total incident power in an octave
band with a center frequency w. is then
W(O) f(w)dw. (3.13)
With the assumption that the coupling to the fundamental mode
component is indcpmndent of frequency in the octave band
under consideration., the transritted power can be written
approximately as
2f/co
W(S) = f (0) I 12 do. (3.14)
The transmission coefficient T, given by Eqs. (3.11)
and (3.2), is a function of frequency and of the duct length
S, and it follows then that the octave band transmission loss
TL = 10 log W(f) (3.15)
will be a function of the length S of the lined duct element.
It is also clear that the octave band transmission loss
depends on the shape of the input spectrum.
In the numerical computations of the octave band trans-
mission loss, we have considered five different duct lengths
(S/D = 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16) and a spectrum of the form
f(w) = const aN, with three different values of N, N = 0, 2,
and -2, corresponding to a spectrum slope of 0 dB, 6 dB, and
-6 dB per octave. The results are shown in Figures 3.2-3.97.
The transmission loss is determined mainly by the sound
absorption in the duct liner, and the reflections at the ends
of the duct play a relatively minor role.
For a resonator liner, the octave band transmission loss
is maximum in the octave band with the center frequency
corresponding to kL = 1, which contains the first resonance
of the liner (kL = r/2). For small values of D/L, the
maximum is shifted toward kL = 2, an effect which is par-
ticularly pronounced for short duct liners.
For the porous duct liner with the resistance parameter
Q greater than unity, the attenuation increases monotonically
up to a frequency at which the wavelength is approximately
equal to the diameter D.
It is interesting to note the influence of the shape of
the input spectrum. The transmission loss is greatest for
the input spectrum that has the same slope as the frequency
dependence of the attenuation constant. Consequently, at
low frequencies, at which the attenuation increases with
frequency, the spectrum with N = 2 gives the highest octave
band TL, and the same applies to N = -2 at high frequencies.
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Figures 3.2-3.17. Octave band TL vs kL for a rectangular
duct lined with a resistive screen type
resonator liner. Each figure corresponds
to a different combination of values of
the screen resistance G and D/L. Each
figure contains three frames correspond-
ing to different spectra of the incident
wave as indicated by N (see Eq. 3.32).
In each frame five curves are given
corresponding to five values of the duct
length parameter S/D, which are given at
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Figures 3.18-3.49. Octave band TL vs kL in a rectangular
duct lined with a porous liner. The
format is the same as in Figures 3.2-3.17
except that four more values of 9 are
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Figures 3.50-3.65. Octave band TL vs kL in circular ducts
lined with a resistive screen type
resonator liner. The format is the
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Figures 3.66-3.97. Octave band TL vs kL for a circular duct
lined with a porous liner. The format
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3.3 The Influence of the Duct Length on the Octave Band
Transmission Loss
One of the most interesting results of the study of
the octave band transmission loss is the influence of the
length of the duct liner, which is illustrated by the
results in Figures 3.98-3.121. For a pure tone the TL is
proportional to the length, if we neglect the reflections
from the ends of the liner. For an octave band, or any
other finite frequency range, the influence of the length
is much more complicated. The reason is that as the wave
advances through the duct, the spectrum shape will change
with position in such a way that the frequency range with
low attenuation will be more and more emphasized, the
farther the wave travels. This change in the spectrum has
the effect of making the contribution to the octave Dand TL
by a liner element smaller and smaller, the farther into
the duct the liner element is located. As a result, the
octave band TL becomes practically independent of the
length S, for sufficiently large values of S, in frequency
regions where the attenuation constant Im(kz) depends
strongly on frequency. For a resonator type liner this
behavior is found at frequencies both below and above the
fundamental resonance of the liner.
156
Figures 3.98-3.101. Octave band TL vs the duct length
parameter S/D for rectangular ducts
lined with a resistive screen type
resonator liner. Each figure corre-
sponds to a different value of D/L.
In each figure, four frames are shown,
corresponding to Q = 0.5, 1, 2, and 4.
In each frame, four curves are plotted,
corresponding to four different values



























































































































































Figures 3.102-3.109. Octave band TL vs S/D for a rectangular
duct lined with a porous liner. The
format is the same as in Figures 3.98-
3.101 except that four more values of
Q are considered here. (For definition





















































































































































































































































































































































Figures 3.110-3.113. Octave band TL vs S/D for a circular
duct lined with a resistive screen type
resonator liner. The format is the





































































































































































Figures 3.114-3.121. Octave band TL vs S/D for a circular
duct lined with a porous liner. The
















































































































































































































































































































































THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES CIMPLEX WAVE CONSTANTS IN A LINED RECTANGULAR
DUCT BY USING A PROGRAM MADE BY 'ANTHONY GALAITSIS", AND THEN
OBTAINS OCTAVE BAND TRANSMISSION LOSS OF SOUND POWERS.
SOUND TRANSMISSION THROUGH LINED RECTANGULAR DUCT
WITH ONE WALL OR ADJACENT TWO WALLS LINE), FOR THE LATTER
COMPLEX WAVE VECTOR CKIA IS REPLACED BY NEW CKIA.
TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT IS COMPUTED FOR 7 OCTAVE BAND.
INZIDENT WAVE IS A PULSE, WHICH IS FLAT, PARABOLIC OR INVERSELY
C PROPORTIONAL TO SQUARE OF FREQUENCY.
C USED HERE FOR AXIAL COMPONENT OF WAVE FUNCTION IS
C A* COS(KZ*Z) + B*SIN(KZ*v). THIS IS BETTER THAN EXP(I*KZ*Z).
THIS PROGRAM CAN BE USED FOR SILENCER BY REPLACING CKR.




COMPLFX*8 CKIA(2 ,4,4, 114)
REAL TT (4)/. ,12., 16.,20./
RE AL ARATIO(4) /.125, .25, .5,.75/
REAL XPS(5)/1.,2.,4.,8.,16./,CABS,COSCOUNT(7),COTAN
RE AL V(7)/.0625,.125,.25,.5,1.,2.,4./
RE AL GN(113), YO(17),YP(17),YN(17),ZO(17),ZP(17),ZN(17)










1 SIDE WALLS OF
302 FORMAT('l
1OF WHICH ARE L
304 FORMAT('l SOU
LX,7E17.7/)
SOUND ATTENUATION IN SQUARE SILFNCER, TWO OPPOSITE
WHICH ARE LINED WITH POROUS MATERIAL.'/)
SOUND ATTENUATION IN SQUARE SILENCER, FOUR WALLS
INED WITH RESONATOR./)
















































1 SIDE WALLS OF WHICH ARE LINED WITH POROUS MATERIAL.'/)
305 FORMAT('l SOUND ATTENUATION IN RECTANGULAR DUCT, TWO OOPOSITE
I SIDE WALLS OF WHICH ARE LINED WITH RESONATOR.'/)
303 FORMAT('l SOUND ATTENUATION IN SQUARE SILENCER, TWO OPPOSITE
1 SIDE WALLS OF WHICH ARE LINED WITH RESONATOR./)
407 FORMAT(6X,7F17.8/)
438 FORMAT(lX,' TRANSMISSION COEFFICIENT COMPUTED ON OCTAVE BANDS$/
11X,' CENTER FREQUENCIES ARE EQUAL TO#/)
409 FORMAT(2X,' GAMMA=',F4.2/)
415 FORMAT(1OX,' T=',F4.2/)
411 FORMAT(20X,' AREA RATIO=',F5.3,' OR D/L=',F5.3/)













C OBTAIN THE COMPLEX WAVEVECTOR FOR SOUND






















































IF(M.NE.1.OR.IJL.NE.1) GO TO 2







QF K I =QPKR*GNL
























































































































































































































































THIS PROGRAM COMPUTES COMPLEX WAVE VECTORS IN A LINED CIRCULAR
DUCT USING COMPLEX FIGENVALUES OBTAINED BY THE SURROUTINE RTCHO,
THEN PERFORMS INTEGRATION TO OBTAIN OCTAVE .BAND TRANSMItSION
















300 FORMAT('l SJUNC ATTENUATION IN CIRCULAR SILENCER LINED WITH
IRE SONATOR.' /)
301 FORMAT('l SOUND ATTENUATION IN CIRCULAR SILENCER LINED WITH
IPORIOUS MATEPIAL.'/)
601 FORMAT('l SOUND ATTENUATION IN CIRCULAR DUCT LINED WITH
1RESONATOR. '/)
602 FORMAT(I1 SOUND ATTENUATION IN CIRCULAR DUCT LINED WITH
IP)ROUS MATERIAL.'/)










































READ(5,103) ( (ZINL,I),I=1,4) ,L=1,64)
READ(5,120) (GNL)vL=1,113)
READ(5,110) NKNGK,NI,NGI,NMNGM





























IF(M.NE.1.OR.IJL.NE.1) GO TO 33

















































OPKR=RTG* SQRT ( SQRTN+1 ,
QPK I=RTG*SQRT (SQP TN-l.)
CQHR=CMPLX(QPKR,QPKI)
QFKR=QPKI *GNL




























































































































































































































WP ITE(6,202) KPIXMX,(ATTD(IJK, IJLKXIX,MX,1,LX),LX=1,7)
WPITE(6,202) KP,IX,MX,(ATTD(IJKIJLKX,IX,MX,2,LX),LX=1,7)

























































































SUBROUTINE RCHO OBTAINS FUNDAMENTAL EIGENVALUES FOR WAVES IN
LINED CIRCULAR DUCT. IN OTHER WORD, IT OBTAINS FIRST ROOTS
OF THE EQUATION, X*Jl(X)/J0(X)=CMPLX(AAABBB), WHERE JO(X)
AND J1(X) ARE BESSEL FUNCTIONS OF THE ORDERS OF ZERE AND ONE
WITH COMPLEX ARGUMENTS.
RCHO CALLS BECHO AND YSQNK9. BECHO CALLS COMJB. COMJB AND
YSQNK9 ARE SUBROUTINES REVISED FROM M.I.T. MATH LIBRARY
ROUJTINFS. IN CALLING PROGRAM COMMON STATEMENT SHOULD BE


















































































IF(CABS(W(1)).LT..005) GO TO 8511
44 AOS=.666667+.333333*AAA
IF(ABO.GT.AOS) GO TO 31
IF(PBR.NE.Q.) GO TO 80


































































































31 IF(BBB.NE.0.) GO TO 81
IF(AAA) 82,83,83









































































































































































































81 TF(AAA.LT.O.) GO TO 2001
IF(ABQ.GF.99.) GO TO 8100
IF(AAA.GT.0.66) GO TO 1001
IF(BBB.LT.-1.) GO TO 1101
L=1
GO TO 1000
1101 IF(BBB.LT.-1.475) GO TO 110
L=2
GO TO 1000
1102 IF(BBB.LT.-2.1) GO TO 1103
L= 3
GO TO 1000
















































BBB.LT.-1.5) GO TO 1201




























































































1003 IF(AAA.GT.3.5) GO TO 1004
IF(BBB.LT.-l.) GO TO 1401
L=18
GO TO 1000
1401 IF(PBR.LT.-2.7) GO TO 1402
L=19
GO TO 1000





1004 IF(AAA.GT.8.) GO TO 1005








IF(PHI.LT.-23.3) GO TO 3001
IF(ABQ.GE.99.) GO TO 8100
IF(BBB.LT.-.72) GO TO 2101
L=25
GO TO 1300
2101 IF(BRS.LT.-1.005) GO TO 2201
L=26
GO TO 1000








































2301 IF(CBB.LT.-1.9) GO TO 2401
L=28
GO TO 1000
2401 IF(BBB.LT.-2.4) GO TO 2501





2501 IF(BBB.LT.-3.) GO TO 2601
IF(AAA.LT.-.6) GO TO 2502
L=31
GO TO 1000
2502 IF(AAA.LT.-l.) GO TO 2503
L=32
GO TO 1000





2601 IF(BBB.LT.-3.5) GO TO 2701
IF(AAA.LT.-.5) GO TO 2602
L=35
GO TO 1000
2602 IF(AAA.LT.-.8) GO TO 2603
L= 36
GO TO 1000





















































IF(AAA.LT.-.8) GO TO 2702
L=39
GO TO 1)00







3001 IF(AAA.LE.-1.5) GO TO 8500
IF(AAA.GT.-1.5) GO TO 7001
IF(BBB.LT.-1.5) GO TO 6002
L=42
GO TO 2)00
6002 IF(BBB.LT.-2.5) GO TO 6003
L=43
GO TO 2000





7001 IF(RBR.LT.-.5) GO TO 7101
IF(AAA.GT.-1.1) GO TO 7002
L=46
GO TO 2000





7101 IF(BBB.LT.-l.) GO TO 7201













































7201 IF(BBR.LT.-1.5) GO TO 7301





7301 IF(BBR.LT.-2.) GO TO 7401
L=54
GO TO 2000
7401 IF(BRB.LT.-2.5) GO TO 7501
L=55
GO TO 2000
7501 IF(BBB.LT.-2.7) GO TO 7601





7601 IF(AAA.GT.-1.4) GO TO 7602
































































































































































































































































































































































































































BJO=CMPLX (BJRE( 1) ,BJIM( 1))



































































































CALL JRECUR(X, Y, ALPHA,BETAK, R,BJRE, fJ IM)
CALL JSUM( ALPHA,ETA,KBJREBJIM,SUMRA ,SUMIA)











KTEN = SQRT(SSQ) + 20.0
NTEN = IABS(N) + 10
M = MAXO(KTENNTEN)/2
K=2*M+1
PART 2 OF 16






















































IF(B.EQ.O.) GO TO 10




















































































































A4 = .693147 * ALPHA

















C COMPLEX LOGARITHM - BRANCH
PI = 3.141592
A = .5#ALOG(X*X+Y*Y
PART 6 OF 16











































































































































SUB ROUTINE JNORM(KQ,R,SUMRASUMIA,BJRERJ IM)




IF (ABS(S) - ABS(T) ) 100,101,101
101 IF(ABS(S).GT.l.E-65) GO TO 1001
WRITE(6,9600) S





IF(TS.EQ.O.) GO TO 20
BJIMI=ABS(BJIM(I))
TSI=ABS(1.E-3T/TS)









31 IF(TS.EQ.0.) GO TO 40
BJREI=ARS(BJRE(I))



















































IF(ST.FO.0.) GO TO 60
IF(ABS(BJRE(I)).LE.ABS(l.E-40/ST)) GO TO 60








71 IF(ST.EQ.0.) GO TO 80





IF(ABS(BJIMU).LE.ABS(STSQ*1.E-37)) GO TO 90







CBES413 NEGN SUBROUTINE PART 13 OF
DIMENSION BJRE(900),BJIM(900)


























































A= ( TXt RAL PHA+TY*RETA) /SSQ























































































































































































































12 ANSW(I) = (0.,0.)
NO = 0
RUM = (0.,O.)
IF (NPRINT .NE. 01 WRITE (6,10)
10 FJRMAT (' NPRINT IS NON-ZERC*)
DJ 13 J=1,N
Zl=Z(J)




15 CALL LSQNK(. ,1.,ERROR,M,NJUMPNPRIN
IF (REAL(RUM1) .GT. RFAL(RUM)) RUM=C
IF (AIMAG(RUMI) .GT. AIMAG(RUM))RUM















,ANSW, W,RUM,NO ,FUN ,NQ7)





















































170 RLINE(I) = -ANSW(I)/(1.,6.283186) + (ZA**I)*NJ
IF (M .LT. NJUMP) RETURN
IF (NJUMP .EQ. 1) GO TO 60
IF (NJUMP .EQ. 2) GO TO 5
IF (NJUMP .EQ. 3) GO TO 1.00












E = -.3333333*(-D*C+C*RLINE(2) + RLINE(3))
GO TO 113
110 A = (1.,O.)
B = -RLINE(l)
C = -.5*(-B*B + RLINE(2))
D.= -.3333333*(-C*B + B*RLINE(2) + RLINE(3))
E = -.25*(-D*B+C*RLINE(2)+B*RLINE(3)+RLINE(4))
113 CALL ROOT4A(E,0,CBAZ)
114 DO 117 I=1,NJUMP
117 W(I) = FUN(Z(I))
DO 120 I=1,NJUMP





























































IF(CAl.GE.CA2) GO TO 10
A I=A2
CA1=CA2










IF(CABS(TT).LT.1.F-10) GO TO 35
TTT=REAL((A*D-R*U)/TT)











































































(BQ(N))) GO TO 65
5+(.875+(1. 3125+206254cX)*X)*X)*X)















































































C **** STAGE ONE ****






















































































20 F(I,1) = LF(I)
NO = 5
C COMPUTE VALUES OF I

































LT. 1.E-20) GO TO









100 F(IK) = Y*F(I,1)
**** STAGE TWO ****




**** STAGE THREE **
ANDS
01







































300 PJUMP = .FALSE.
301 X(2) = 0.5*(X(1) + X(3))









IF (AMAG(FX(4)) .LT.l.E-20) GO TO 1200
LOGF(4) = CLOG(FX(4))
NO = NO + 2
DO 303 1=1,5
CALL LFX(I)
IF (NPRINT .NE. 2) GO TO 303
WRITE (6,302) W(I),FX(I)
302 FJRMAT(' Z = ',2E12.4,' F(Z) = ',2E12.4)
303 F(I,1) = LF(I)




304 F(IK) = Y*F(I,1)
















= F(1,I) + F(5,I)
IMPSON'S RULE FOR
I1,M
= F(l, ) + (4.,0



















































































308 DIFF(I) = 2.*EST(I) - EST I ) - EST2(I)
IF (LEV .GE. 15) GO TO 800
309 ADIFF = AMAX1(ABS(REAL(DIFF(l))),ABS(REAL(DIFF(M))))
ADIFFI = AMAX1(ABS(AIMAG(DIFF(1))),ABS(AIMAG(DIFF(M))))
IF (NPRINT .EQ. 0) GO TO 311
WRITE (6,310) PJUMPW(1),ADIFF,ADIFFINJMP(5),LEV
310 FORMAT (' PJUMP = ',Ll,3X,' Zil) =',2E12.4,5X,'ADIFF =',E12.4,2X,
1 ADIFFI =',E12.4,5X,'NJUMP =',I3,3X,'LEVEL =',12)
311 IF (PJUMP) GO TO 5UC
CRIT = ADIFF - CEPS
CRITI=ADI FFT-CFPSI
C **** STAGE FOUR ****
400 SWI = .FALSE.
IF (CRIT .GT. 0.) GO TO 402
401 IF (LEV .GT. 0) GO TO 404
402 CALL ROUND(ADIFFADIFF1,EFACTFACERR,CEPSLEVTAG,QCEPSS403,9404)
403 SW1 = .TRUE.
404 IF (CR ITI .GT. 0.) GO TO 407
405 IF (LFV .LE. 0) GO TO 407
406 IF (SW1) GO TO 500
GO TO 7J0
407 CALL ROUND(ADIFFI,AOIFIlEFACTIFACERICEPSI,LEVTGIQCEPSI, 500,
1F408)
408 IF (.NIT. SWi) GO TO 800
500 CONTINUE
NIM = 2*NIM


























































**** STAGE SIX ****
SET UP QUANTITIES FOR CENTRAL CALCULATIO
READY TO GO AHEAD AT LEVEL LOWER WITH LE










**** STAGE SEVEN *****
CONTINUE
5 SW2 = .FALSE.
CALL CHECK(LEVTAGCEPSCEPSTCRIT, ADI
1CEPSF,&715, 010)
710 SW2 = .TRUE.
715 CALL CHECK(LEVTGICEPSICEPSTI,CRITIADIFFIADIFI1,QC
1FACERI,CEPSFII725,?500)
725 IF (SW2) GO TO 500
**** STAGE EIGHT ****
ACTUAL CONVERGENCE IN PREVIOUS INTERVAL. INCREMENTS ADD
RUNNING SUMS
ADD INTO SUM AND SIM
800 DO 801 I=1,M
BUl SUM(I) = SUM(I) + (FSTl(I) + EST2(I))*(X(5) - X(l))
IF (LEVTAG .GE. 0) GO TO 810
8C4 IF (LEVTGI .GE. 0) GO TO 310
WE ADD INTO SIM ONLY IF WE ARE CLEAR OF ROUND OFF LEVEL.
805 DO 806 I=1,M
806 SIM(I) = SIM ) + DIFF(I)*(X(5) - X(1))
10 CONTINUE



















































C SORT OUT WHICH LEVEL TO GO TO.
C DESCRIBED BEFORE STAGE ONE.
905 NUM = NIM/2
NOM = NIM - 2*NUM
IF (NOM .EQ. 0) GO TO 915
910 NIM = NUM
LEV = LEV - 1
GD TO 905
915 NIM = NIM + 1
C NEW LEVEL IS SET. IF LEV = 0
IF (LEV .LE. 0) GO TO 1100
C ***i STAGE TEN ****


















C **** STAGE ELEVEN ***
C CALCULATION NOW COMPLETE. FIN
1100 CONTINUE
NJIJHP = NJMP(5)
EFACT = EFACT + CEPS *(BIG-
EFACTI=EFACTI+CEPSI*(BIG-X2














































1101 ANSW(I) = ANSW(I) + SUM(I)/(12.,0.) + FIFTH
RETURN
C ERROR - VALUE OF FUN(W) BECOMES TOO SMALL
C CONTOUR OF FUNCTION CURVE GOES TOO CLOSE TO A ZERO
12&) WRITE (6,1201) Z
1201 FORMAT (' CONTOUR OF FUNCTION CURVE FUN GOES TOO CLOSE
IT Z ',2E15.8)
RE TURN
C END OF LSONK
ENr)
SIJBROUT INE SETTOL(LF)




C SET STARTING VALUES FOR THE TOLERANCES
IF (CEPSF .NE. 0) GO TO 240
205 LEVTAG=0
FACFRR=15.0
C SET REAL TOLERANCE




IF (REAL(LF(3)) .EQ. 0
CEPS = EPMACH*ABS(REAL
GO TO 240
225 IF (REAL(LF(5)) .EQ. 0
CEPS = EPM CH*ABS(REAL
GO TO 240
235 CEPS=EPMACH







WHEN CEPSF OR CEPSF
S,CEPSI ,LEVTAG,















































































IF (AIMAG(LF(1)) .EQ. 0.) GO TO 250
CEPSI = EPMACH * ABS(AIMAG(LF(L)
GO TO 295
250 LFVTGI=3
IF (AIMAG(LF(3)) .FQ. 0.) GO TO*260
CEPSI = EPMACH*ABS(AIMAG(LF(3)))
GO TO 295
260 IF (AIMAG(LF(5)) .EQ. 0.) GO TO 270








C NO NATURAL CCNVERGENCE. A COMPLEX SEQUENCE OF INSTRUCTIONS
C FOLLOWS WHICH ASSIGNS CONVERGENCE AND / OR ALTERS TOLERANCE

















Fl .GT. ADIFF) GO
RUN WITH NO ROUN
HE REST OF STAGE
.LT. 5) GO TO 500











FOUR DFALS WITH UPWARD ADJUSTMENT
TED ROUND OFF ERROR TROUBLE.
2.0*CEPS) GO TO 425
C SMALL JUMP IN CEPS. ASSIGN CONVERGENCE















































































LEVTAG = 0 LSQ25850 YSK90433
QCEPS=0.25*CEPS LSQ25860 YSK90434
RETURN 2 LSQ25870 YSK90435
425 IF (ADIFF .NE. ADIFF) GO TO 435 LSQ25880 YSK90436
C LARGE JUMP IN CEPS LSQ25890 YSK90437
430 CEPS = ADIFF LS025900 YSK90438
GO TO 445 LSQ25910 YSK90439
C FACTOR TWO JUMP IN CEPS LSQ25920 YSK90440
435 CEPS = 2.0*CEPS LSQ25930 YSK90442
IF (LEVTAG .GE. 3) GO TO 445 LS025940 YSK90442
440 LEVTAG = 2 LSQ25950 YSK90443
445 QCEPS = 0.25*CEPS LS25960 YSK90444
50 1 RETUPN 1 LSQ25970 YSK90445
FND LSQ25980 YSK90446
SUBROUTINE CHECK(LEVTAGCEPSCEPSTCRITADIFFADIFF1,QCEPS,EFACT, LSQ25990 YSK90447
IFACERRCEPSF,*,*) LSO26000 YSK90448
C NATURAt CONVERGENCE IN PREVIOUS INTERVAL. THE FOLLOWING COMPLEX SEQUELSQ26010 YSK90449
C CHECKS PRIMARILY THAT TOLERANCE LEVEL IS NOT TOO HIGH. UNDER CERTAIN LSQ26020 YSK90450
C CIPCUMSTANCFS NON CONVERGENCE IS ASSIGNED AND / OR TOLERANCE LEVEL LSQ?6030 YSK90451
C IS RE-SET. LSQ26040 YSK90452
DIMENSION X(5) LSQ26050 YSK90453
COMMON /RND/LEV,X,XZERO LSQ26C60 YSK90454
C LEVTAG = -1 CEPS = CEPSF, ITS ORIGINAL VALUF. LSQ26073 YSK90455
C LEVTAG = 0 CEPS IS GREATER THAN CEPSF. REGULAR SITUATION. LS026080 YSK90456
C LEVTAG = 2 CEPS IF GREATER THAN CEPSF. CEPS PREVIOUSLY ASKED FOR A BLS026090 YSK90457
C JUMP, RUT DID NOT GET ONE. LSQ26100 YSK90458
C LFVTAG = 3 CEPS IS GREATER T-AN CEPSF. CEPS PREVIOUSLY HAD A BIG JUMLSQ2610 YSK90459
705 IF (LFVTAG .LT. 0) GO TO 800 LSQ26I20 Y5K90460
C IN A NORMAL RUN WITH NO ROUND OFF ERROR PROBLEM, LEVTAG = -1 AND THE LSQ26130 YSK90461
C RFEAT OF STAGE SEVEN IS OMITTED. LS026140 YSK90462
710 CEPST = 15.0*CEPS LS026150 YSK90463
C CEPST HERE IS FACERR*CURPENT VALUE OF CEPS LSQ26160 YSK90464
IF (CRIT .GE. () GO TO 800 LSQ26170 YSK90465
715 IF(LEVTAG-2) 720, 740, 750 LSQ26180 YSK90466
C LEVTAG = 0 LSQ26190 YSK90467
720 IF (ADIFF .LE. 0.) GO TO 800 LSQ26200 YSK90468
PAGE 235
725 IF (40IFF .GE. OCEPS-) GO TO 800
730 IF (ADIFF *LE. CFPSF) GO TO 770
735 LFVTAG = 0
CEPS = ADIFF




C LEVTAG = 2
740 LEVTAG = 0
IF (ADIFF .GT. 0.0 GO TO 725
G9 TO 765
C LEVTAG = 3
750 LEVTAG = 0
IF (ADIFF .GT. 0.) GO Tf 730
GO TO 775
765 CEPS = ADIFFI.
GO TO 775
770 LFVTAG = -1
FACERR = 1.0
CEPS CEPSF




















































IF (N .EQ. 1) GO T
DARG = AIMAG(LOGF(
JUMP = 0
IF (DARG .LE. -PI)
IF (DARG .GT. PI)
NJMP(N) = ,NJMP(N-1
4 LF(N) = CMPLX(REAL
1DZDT(N)









(L0GF(N)),AIMAG(LOGF(N)) + 6.283186 w NJMP(N))*
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































C THIS IS A CALCOMP PLOTTING PR)GRAM TO PLOT DISPERSION RELATION










DATA TIK/'.1 ,'.2 1,.5 1,#. ',2. ,5.* 1,10. ,'20. ',
1.50. '/
DATA AS/'l/8
DATA SDTR/'2/7 ','2/3 ','2.0













































































































r) :0oso =rio (Z 0039bI) J



















IF( IX.EQ.1.OR.TX. EQ.5 .OR.




















IF (IX.EQ.1.OR.I X.EQ.5.OR. IX.,EQ.13.OR.I X.EQ.14.0R.I X.EQ.19.



































































IF(IX.EQ.2) GO TO 115
CALL SYMBOL( .05,8RT(IX),.10,13,90.,
GO TO 15











































































































































































IF(IQ.EQ.1) GO TO 51



































































































































IF(TS(LM).GE.6.5) GO TO 41
CALL SYMBOL(FG(LA),TS(LM),SZITEQ,0.,-1)
GO TO 40
41 DO 42 IX=1,4
LMR=LM+ IX







44 DO 45 IX=1,4
LML=LM-IX








































THIS IS A CALCOMP PLOTTING PROGRAM TO PLCT TRANSMISSION LOSS









DATA AR/'AR EA',' RAT','IO
1'AREA',' RAT', 'IO=1','/2






























IID/L= ' ,'2. I
'AREA',' RAT' ,'I0=1' ,'/4
RAT','I0=3','/4 '/









94 CALL SYMBOL(O.,3.,.20,'TL IN CR-PRS.
GO TO 80
202 IF(IQ.EQ.l.AND.IR.EQ.1) GO TO 96
IF(IQ.EQ.1.AND.IR.EQ.2) GO TO 97











































I ,'D/L=','2/3 $,'f '
IF(IQ.EQ.2.AND.IR.EQ.2) GO TO 99
96 CALL SYMBOL(0.,3.,.20,'TL IN RR-RES. SR',90.,16)
GO TO 80
97 CALL SYMBOL(0.,3.,.20,'TL IN RR-RES. DCT',90.,17)
GO TO 80





































































IF(IR.EQ.2) GO TO 73
























































































































64 DO 24 NX=3,7
IF (ATXI (NX) .GT.BMY)
24 CONTINUE






















































































































































































































































THIS IS A CALCOMP PLOTTING PROGRAM TO PLCT TRANSMISSION LOSS
VS. LENGTH lF THE LINER.
IMPLICIT COMPLEX08 (C)
COMMON YSF(17)
REAL CABSSCOSGN(113),YO( 17),ZO(17),GBC(4) ,V(4)/.25,.5,1.,2./








DATA XTK/'0. '''5. '
DATA YTK/'0. 6,610. '
DATA AS/'1/8 ','1/4 ',
DATA DSTR/'2/7 ','2/3
DATA RPCP/'R-R ','C-R





































8., 12. ,16. ,20./
),AS(4),DSTR(4),RPCP(2,2),DKL(4)
,110. 1,115. 1/
,'20. ','30, ,640. 1/
'1/2 ','3/4 '/
,'2.0 ','6.0 '/



















































































































































































C Y-AXIS TIC MARKS
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The calculations in this report are based on the
assumption that the incident wave is plane and that the
fundamental mode is dominant in the lined duct element.
This appendix is to clarify this question by an estimate
of the error involved.
We shall consider only a rectangular duct with two
opposite walls lined (see Figures 2.1 or 2.6). Since the
field amplitude of an acoustic mode in a lined duct varies
across the duct, an incident plane wave will excite all the
symmetric duct modes in the lined duct element.
A harmonic time-dependent pressure field in the lined
duct is written as
p(y,z,t) = Z Am(w)cos(kmyy)e . (A.1)
m
(See Section 2.1 for notations.)
At the entrance of the lined duct we have z = 0 and it





Cm 2 [ + 2kMYb ' L. A.3)
If p is assumed to be independent of y at z = 0, we get
262
2 sin(k b)/(k b)
A ( = m (A.4)
m sin( 2 kmyb)
1+ 2k myb
The fundamental mode corresponds to a range of values of
(k myb) between 0 and v/2. In this range the fundamental
mode amplitude varies between the extreme values A1  = 1
and A 1 2 4/T, the latter corresponding to a boundary
impedance equal to zero. The boundaries considered in this
report always have an impedance which is generally greater
than 0 (normalized) in magnitude, the variation of the plane
wave amplitude (with frequency) will be even smaller, and the
error involved can be considered unimportant for the purpose
of the present report.
263
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